9WeekProgress
Release ☉ Letting go ☉ Trust

Over a period of 9 weeks we meet for 90 ’each to release deep-seating topics and blockages, to let them go and
to grow deeply into your trust. Are you ready to face yourself and go through these healing processes? Each of the
evenings include a workshop, channeling and meditation. We work with metaphysical and physical tools such as
crystals, our body and healing sound.
In the protected environment of 9 wonderful people there is space for what YOU need, to go through the intense
experiences. Look forward to these healing encounters.
In this valuable circle of deepest love, being accompanied by Corina White Feather is sometimes very
challenging. Facing this leads you directly to your powerful, authentic essence of your SoulMission.
Create YOUR reality and live it fully authentic and free.
Your first step in trust starts here. The strength and at the same time valuable essence of White Feather is to
work out of the moment. This gives you to let yourself in, to simply allow yourself to fall into what is, to let it create
out of the NOW for you or create yourself. Look forward to moments full of love, light & essential power.
We look forward to you!
¨
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9WeekProgress
Release ☉ Letting go ☉ Trust

Place
Dates
Language
you get

Donation
Apply

in your protected Room at home or on the way (Nature),
online with tablet/labtop/computer
06.04., 06.11., 06.18., 06.25., 07.02., 07.09., 07.16., 07.23., 07.30. 2020 each at 20h (Mid
Europe Time) for 90’
English
9 participations 90’ each, the recordings (channelling and meditation), exchange of the group
in between within a virtual space provided for this purpose, link to the meditation «Trust & open
heart», HeartRemembrance June, July, August & September 2020 or 4 to the month of your
wish.
USD/CHF 999.- EUR 945.My.Call@CallOfRemembrance.com

Bring along Your personal RitualTools, personal Crystall(e) if available, Water (informed with
Remembrance and hot/warm is recommendable), your open Heart
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